
Competitive Template - UPDATED April 17th, 2022 
 
The following table outlines the remaining list of competitions available to swimmers in the 
2021-2022 competitive calendar. 
 
Please note that several meets including Swim Ontario championships have qualifying 
standards.  This includes Swim Ontario Spring Forward Invitational, Swim Ontario Festival, 
Swim Ontario Youth and Junior (OYJ) and Ontario Swimming Championships (OSC).  For the 
2022 season, the head coach has elected to waive national meets due to financial constraints.   
 
We recommend you consult with your swimmers coach to determine what events are suitable 
for your swimmer.   
 
BLUE/ORANGE are local, intersquad meets that are one day only, have one session and 
swimmers swim a limited number of events. 
 
DUAL MEETS can be local or away, have two to four sessions, and include an expanded 
number of events and swimmers.  Team scoring is accumulated over the session to determine 
an overall winner for the meet. 
 
INVITATIONAL meets are hosted in other locations and venues (Markham, Barrie, Nepean).  
Invitational meets are typically held over 2-3 days, have up to six sessions and provide 
preliminary and finals. 
 
CHAMPIONSHIP meets are regional, provincial and national level.  All levels are subject to 
qualification standards that are published in six to eight months in advance of the competition.  
Swimmers and coaches are required to verify their times via the SNC database of 
performances.  It is anticipated that championship meets will provide team scoring, medals and 
high point awards.  In addition, swimmers are expected to attend multiple sessions, have the 
opportunity to swim in events they are not qualified for and attend finals if they are qualified.   
 
Expectations for meets within the competitive calendar are dependent on the level your 
swimmer is registered for: 
 

1. AG 1- Devos  
These swimmers are the least experienced racers and as such should be selective in 
the number of competitions they participate in for the season.  In general, 
BLUE/ORANGE, DUAL meets and six invitational meets per year is recommended.   
 

2. AG 2- Train 
AG 2 Train swimmers are building their swimming and racing skills and have a better 
understanding of the range of events and strokes that they are competent in. These 
swimmers will have a willingness to try swimming multiple events over multiple sessions. 



Recommendation for this level of swimmer is BLUE/ORANGE, DUAL meets, seven 
invitational meets.  
 

3. AG 3 Race 
 
AG 3 Race swimmers have advanced skills, greater level of maturity and can achieve 
multiple performances over a series of sessions.  Recommendation for this level of 
swimmer is BLUE/ORANGE, DUAL meets, eight to nine invitational meets. These 
swimmers are expected to attend championship meets including regional and provincial 
competitions.   

 
 

4. JR Performance 
 
JR performance swimmers have experience, advanced skills, recovery hygiene and 
physical capabilities to compete over multiple days, multiple sessions and multiple 
events.  These swimmers are expected to attend championship meets including regional 
and provincial competitions.   
 

5. Sr Elite 
 
SR Elite swimmers have the greatest potential to attend the full spectrum of 
competitions.  This includes BLUE/ORANGE, DUAL meets, eight to nine invitationals, 
and championship meets (including four day competitions). These swimmers are 
expected to attend championship meets including regional and provincial competitions.   

 

Date Event  Location Groups Qualifications Notes 

April 30th- 
May 1st 

2022 BTSC 
Spring Off 
The Blocks  

Barrie  
 
 
 

AG Devos - 
SR Elite  

No standards Meet deadline 
April 25th  

May 20-22nd Otters Spring 
Classic 

Markham  AG Devos - 
Sr elite  

No Standards  LCM Invitational 

June 5-6th  2022 Mayor’s 
Cup  

TPASC AG Devos - 
SR Elite  

By coach 
approval  

LCM Invitational   

June 17-19th Ontario 
Summer 
Festivals 
(FEST) 

Olympium 
(Eswim) 

Qualifiers Female: FEST 
12 and under; 
Male: FEST 
13 and under 
(1FEST QT) 

10&U, 11,12,13 

June 16-19th Ontario Youth 
Junior 

MPAC 
(RHAC and 

Qualifiers Youth-Junior 
Standards (1 

13&U, 14,15, 16 
& over 



Champs 
(OYJ) 

CREST) OYJ QT) 

June 25-26th Collingwood 
Clipper Year 
end 

Collingwood AG Devos - 
AG Race 

No Standards  

July 7-10th Ontario 
Swimming 
Champs 
(OSC) 

TPASC (WS) Qualifiers Ontario 
Swimming 
Standards (1 
OSC QT) 

F-13&U, 14,15, 
16& over 
M - 14&U, 15.16, 
17& over 

 
Please note that all events assume continued improvement in the public health restrictions.  
Coaches will indicate to swimmers in advance of registration deadlines if they should be 
considering attending a meet, or if the meets are on successive weekends, which meet is 
priority. 
 
A reminder that all meets are at an additional cost.  Programming fees are for coaching and 
training only. Whenever possible, coaches will be canceling weekend training sessions when we 
are attending swim meets.  This is meant to minimize costs to membership, however is not 
always possible for some meets that have fewer members attending (e.g. qualification times, 
etc.). 


